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OUR STORY

  •  Informa is a leading international events, 
   intelligence and scholarly research group.

•  Informa’s purpose is to champion the specialist.  
   Through hundreds of powerful brands we work  
   with businesses and professionals in specialist 
   markets, providing the connections, intelligence and 
   opportunities that help customers grow, do 
   business, make breakthroughs and make better 
   informed decisions.

•  Informa serves as the parent company to five 
   operating divisions - each with their own distinct 
   focus. One of said operating divisions is Informa 
   Tech, which is home to the WardsAuto brand.

•  Informa is listed on London Stock Exchange and 
   a member of FTSE 100, with over 11,000 colleagues 
   working in more than 30 countries.

•  Cast from the combination of Informa and UBM, 
   Informa Tech is a market leading B-to-B information     
   provider with depth and specialism in the 
   Information and Communications Technology (ICT) 
   sector. 

•  Informa Tech is a global business of more than 
   1.000 colleagues, operating in more than 20+ 
   markets, its purpose is to help drive the future by 
   inspiring the technology community to design, build 
   and run a better digital world. 

•  This is done by informing, educating and connecting 
   the community through our market-leading 
   research, media, training and event brands.

•  Informa Tech serves 7 market segments including: 
   Critical Communications, Emerging technologies, 
   Enterprise IT, Marketing Technologies, Media & 
   Entertainment, Security and Service Providers. 

•  WardsAuto delivers insights and analysis to targeted 
   groups in the automotive ecosystem through 
   editorial coverage, industry events, webinars, 
   newsletters, whitepapers, intelligence and more 
   while providing marketers with means to reach and 
   influence those groups. 

•  Our editorial mission is to look beyond the 
   headlines to find the trends that will impact the 
   bottom line of our audiences in the months and 
   years to come. 

•  Our deep relationships with clients create 
   opportunities to position them as thought leaders 
   in their market. This allows them to influence 
   decision makers at the right moment: when they’re 
   looking for solutions to their most vital 
   challenges.



COVERAGE TOPICS

Content that mirrors dealer profit centers.

To help dealers and their managers focus on trends and product information 
they need, we present our content by departments that reflect their businesses.

REMARKETING

•   Inventory Management
•   Trade-In Appraisal
•   Auctions
•   Wholesale

DIGITAL MARKETING

•   Social Media
•   Online Lead Providers
•   Advertising
•   Website Optimization
•   Website Maintenance

FIXED OPERATIONS

•   Parts and Services
•   Body Shop
•   Facilities
•   Equipment
•   Vehicle Storage

DEALERSHIP MGMT

•   Benchmarking
•   Trends
•   Compliance
•   Regulations
•   Acquisitions

VARIABLE OPS

•   Training
•   Best Practices
•   Customer Experience
•   Niche Selling
•   Communication Tools and 
    Techniques

FINANCE & INSURANCE

•   Financing
•   Leasing
•   Subprime Lending
•   Service Contracts
•   Credit Insurance

COMMENTARY

•   Dealer Advocacy
•   News in Perspective
•   Emerging Trends
•   Unique Viewpoints
•   Word from the Trenches



DEALER RANKINGS

WardsAuto annual dealer rankings profile top operations.

Get great visibility with the top dealers in the country by sponsoring the WardsAuto dealer 
rankings to position yourself as a leading solution provider who can help dealers make more 
money and earn spots on our lists.  

We’re in our third decade of ranking top dealership operations, offering profiles of successful 
dealers and department managers and offering best practice insights and trend analysis.

Ranking Coverage Included in:
•   WardsAuto.com 
•   eNewsletter Series
•   Social Media Content
•   WardsAuto Dealer Business Magazine

The industry’s longest- 
running ranking of the top 
consolidators illustrates trends 
in dealer groups  MAY 2020

We rank the top 500 individual 
dealership locations by total 
revenue, with dealer profiles 
to showcase the secrets of 
their success.  JUNE 2020

We examine which dealers are 
performing best in used vehicle 
sales, sharing best practices from 
those making the most of this  
vital department.  SEPT 2020

The top dealers ranked by 
web-driven sales, with best 
practices and trend analysis.  
APRIL 2020

Top dealers maximize profits 
through the entire life of a 
vehicle, and our WardsAuto 
Service 150 will celebrate those 
who do it best.  AUG 2020

An increasingly important 
dealership profit center, the 
world of F&I is worthy of its own 
WardsAuto ranking, and we 
deliver it, ranking dealers by 
F&I sales. JULY 2020

F&I
150



AUDIENCE

AUDIENCE BY TITLE
Dealer / Owner / Principal  14,966  44%
Department Manager  8,841  26%
Dealer Staff    3,404  10%
Vendor Management  5,105  15%
Vendor Staff    1,709  5%

AUDIENCE BY COMPANY TYPE
Dealership    27,211  79%
Vendor    6,814  21%

Reaching the Entire BUYING CHAIN.

No matter where your products are used in the dealership, 
WardsAuto has the most relevant content to get it seen by the 
right people, all along the buying chain.  

Our subscriber base includes 30,000+ readers in the automotive retail 
industry and 96% of these are at franchised new car dealerships.  

We’ve traditionally reached the dealer or executive in charge at every 
location and are also read by key department managers and staff.



CHANNELS

CHANNELS INCLUDE
•   WardsAuto.com
•   Webinar Series
•   Print Magazine
•   eNewsletter Series
•   The Big Story

Getting Info to Dealers HOW and WHEN They Want it. 

We regularly survey dealers to stay on top of their information needs.  As communication 
technology has evolved, so have we.  WardsAuto was one of the first outlets to serve 
consistently updated news and analysis on a robust website and feed the latest insights 
to dealers with regular newsletters.  And we have reinvented our traditional magazine to 
deliver our deep-dive features on important trends in an exciting new format.



WARDSAUTO.COM

We have rebuilt WardsAuto.com to empower you to reach dealership professionals in 
impactful ways.  

New ad positions surround the editorial your customers value, and we’ve embedded 
native ad placements within articles to increase engagement with your message. 

Plus, it’s the exclusive place to find features like WardsAuto Dealer Rankings, best 
practice information on boosting profitability, and other key insights from our trusted 
editors and columnists.

Page Views/month:  628,883
Visitors/month:  289,657
Unique Visitors/month: 228,843

Be the Exclusive Sponsor of Your Topic on WardsAuto.com 

Position yourself as an expert, with your message alongside on-target WardsAuto 
editorial.  When your customers visit a WardsAuto topic section for insights on a 
subject vital to them, they’ll see your marketing messages EXCLUSIVELY alongside 
our content.  We offer white papers, videos, infographics and more on topics such as:

•  Digital Marketing  •  F&I
•  Fixed Ops   •  Retail Sales
•  Dealer Rankings  •  Industry Events

WardsAuto.com is THE SOURCE for dealers and their managers.

THE BIG STORY



WARDSAUTO.COM

VISIT ENGAGE.INFORMA.COM/AD-MARKETING TO LEARN MORE

FILMSTRIP FLOOR/FOOTNOTE PUSHDOWN IN-ARTICLE VIDEO IN-BANNER VIDEO LEADERBOARD

PAGEWRAP/SITE SKIN PRESTITIAL/WELCOME SITE TAKEOVER GALLERY INTERSTITIAL JUMBOTRON BRAND IN-FEED NATIVE



WARDSAUTO DEALER BUSINESS MAGAZINE

Leading online resource for dealers and their managers. 

WardsAuto Dealer Business is “The Management Magazine for Auto Dealership Professionals.” 

This quarterly print magazine provides the information today’s dealer needs to improve 
dealership efficiency and profitability. Each issue includes in-depth analysis of major industry 
news and events that affect dealership operations across the country. 

Its 18,000 circulation includes Dealer Principals, GMs, Department Managers and other 
senior-level leaders. 

Issues Focused on Topics Such as:
•   Dealership Management  •   Sales
•   Fixed Operations   •   Digital Marketing
•   Finance & Insurance  •   Remarketing
•   Fixed Operations

FREQUENCY:  Quarterly 
AUDIENCE:  18,000+ dealers, dealership staff

Contact your WardsAuto representative for specifications. All rates are net.

AD SIZE 1x 2x 4x
Spread $11,800 $10,600 $9,440
Back Cover $8,400 $7,550 $6,700
Full Page $7,200 $6,500 $5,750
Half Page Horiz. $4,500 $4,050 $3,600

RATES

Q1
Ad Close 6-Jan-20
Ad Material Due 14-Jan-20
Mail Date 11-Feb-20

Q2
Ad Close 7-Apr-20
Ad Material Due 15-Apr-20
Mail Date 12-May-20

Q3
Ad Close 3-Aug-20
Ad Material Due 11-Aug-20
Mail Date 8-Sep-20

Q4
Ad Close 9-Oct-20
Ad Material Due 19-Oct-20
Mail Date 17-Nov-20

EDITOR’S FORUM
‘That Car Repair Bill Is 
How Much?’ PAGE 3

END GAME
Terrific Texting Tips for 
Dealers PAGE 22

THEN GETS 
HORRIBLE 
NEWS 
Ryan LaFontaine stays positive.

YOUNG CAR  
DEALER BUSY
MAKING PLANS – 

Ryan LaFontaine was a 
Time Dealer of the Year 
nominee this year at 
the NADA convention 
in San Francisco. 

dealer business

ISSUE FOUR 2019

WARDS
F&I 150
RANKING



E-NEWSLETTERS

CIRCULATION NUMBERS

WardsAuto Dealer Edition  
Weekly roundup of news, columns and insights, sent each Tuesday

WardsAuto Dealer 5  
Informal collection of five “must-know” items, sent 3 times a week

Customer Experience Edition
Weekly summary of CX-related news, sent each Thursday.

WardsAuto eNewsletters Feature:
•   Responsive Design
•   Great readability on desktop or mobile devices
•   Multiple ad formats for maximum impact

Dealer 5 Dealer Weekly Customer Experience
Distribution 20,100 34,000 23,404
Frequency 3x / Week Weekly Weekly
Open Rate 23% 22% 22%

Well-read, laser-targeted enewsletters. 

WardsAuto sends timely updates of news, columns, best practices and analysis several times a week to an 
engaged audience of 30,000+ industry professionals. Traditionally well read, these curated briefs are the 
perfect environment for your message.  Whether you run an attention-grabbing banner or text-based message 
immersed within our editorial, you will repeatedly reach our engaged, decision-making audience.



E-NEWSLETTERS

DEALER EDITION AD SPECS 
 
Ad creative is collected on a 
monthly basis and are due 5 
business days in advance to 
the campaign start date.  

Clickthrough URL must be 
provided.

Pixel Size: 580 x 80, 180 x 150

Max File Size: 40 KB

Accepted Formats:  
GIF or JPG 
 
Rich media is not accepted 
for enewsletter placements.    
 
Regarding Animated GIFs

We discourage the use of 
animation in GIF files, as 
popular email programs will 
not display animations. 
 
We will accept Animated 
GIFS within these 
parameters:

Looping: 3 times

Max Frames: 4

First frame should be a 
stand alone image for 
readers who do not see the 
animation.

Our weekly alert on the latest news, trends, columns and product information sports 
a bold, clean new design that is responsive on mobile devices.    We can embed your 
message in ways that are attractive and make an impact no matter what device the 
reader is using.

AUDIENCE: 
The WardsAuto Dealer Edition is deployed to approximately 34,000 subscribers on a 
weekly basis.  This includes all available email addresses from our WardsAuto Dealer 
Business magazine subscriber base of owner/principals at nearly every franchised new 
car dealership in the US, along with key department managers. 

SPONSORSHIP POSITIONS: 

Lead Sponsor 
Your company will enjoy top visibility in the enewsletter with a 580 x 80 banner above 
the lead story.    $5,450/mo net  

Banner Sponsor 
Your 580 x 80 ad will appear within the newsletter body.  $3,650/mo net  

Text Ad Sponsor  
Your 60-word plus link ad, and bonus 180 x 150 banner appearing alongside it, will 
appear surrounded by editorial.   

TOP TEXT AD POSITION (below lead story): $4,200/mo net 
RUN OF NEWSLETTER: $3,650/mo net



E-NEWSLETTERS

DEALER 5 

Our newest newsletter, the WardsAuto Dealer 5, is an informal, bite-size update 
on hot items of the day, or “the five things a dealer needs to know right now.”  
Infused with a lighthearted tone and Editor Steve Finlay’s inimitable sense of 
humor, the Dealer 5 newsletter has quickly become a must-read for dealers who 
need to be “in the know, on the go.”

AUDIENCE: 
The WardsAuto Dealer 5 is deployed to approximately 20,000 subscribers on a 
weekly basis.  This includes all available email addresses from our WardsAuto 
Dealer Business magazine subscriber base of owner/principals at nearly every 
franchised new car dealership in the US, along with key department managers. 

SPONSORSHIP POSITIONS: 

Lead Sponsor 
Your company will enjoy top visibility in the enewsletter with a 580 x 80 
banner above the lead story.  $9,750/mo net  
Text Ad Sponsor  
Your 180 x 150 banner plus 60-word message plus link will appear 
surrounded by our well-read editorial items.  $6,400/mo net

(Positions available after first, third and fifth articles)

AD SPECS 
 
Ad creative is collected on a 
monthly basis and are due 5 
business days in advance to 
the campaign start date.  

Clickthrough URL must be 
provided.

Pixel Size: 580 x 80, 180 x 150

Max File Size: 40 KB

Accepted Formats:  
GIF or JPG 
 
Rich media is not accepted 
for enewsletter placements.    
 
Regarding Animated GIFs

We discourage the use of 
animation in GIF files, as 
popular email programs will 
not display animations. 
 
We will accept Animated 
GIFS within these 
parameters:

Looping: 3 times

Max Frames: 4

First frame should be a 
stand alone image for 
readers who do not see the 
animation.



E-NEWSLETTERS

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE EDITION

Each week we alert our dealer audience on issues and trends related to the 
customer experience - new technologies,  marketing techniques and customer 
service best practices aimed at increasing overall satisfaction of the vehicle 
buyer’s overall shopping experience.

AUDIENCE: 
The WardsAuto Customer Experience Edition is deployed to approximately 23,404 
subscribers on a weekly basis.  This includes all available email addresses from 
our WardsAuto Dealer Business magazine subscriber base of owner/principals at 
nearly every franchised new car dealership in the US, along with key department 
managers. 

SPONSORSHIP POSITIONS: 

Lead Sponsor 
Your company will enjoy top visibility in the enewsletter with a 580 x 80 banner 
above the lead story.    $5,450/mo net  
Banner Sponsor 
Your 580 x 80 ad will appear within the newsletter body.  $3,650/mo net  
Text Ad Sponsor  
Your 60-word plus link ad, and bonus 180 x 150 banner appearing alongside it, 
will appear surrounded by editorial.   

TOP TEXT AD POSITION (below lead story): $4,200/mo net 
RUN OF NEWSLETTER: $3,650/mo net

AD SPECS 
 
Ad creative is collected on a 
monthly basis and are due 5 
business days in advance to 
the campaign start date.  

Clickthrough URL must be 
provided.

Pixel Size: 580 x 80, 180 x 150

Max File Size: 40 KB

Accepted Formats:  
GIF or JPG 
 
Rich media is not accepted 
for enewsletter placements.    
 
Regarding Animated GIFs

We discourage the use of 
animation in GIF files, as 
popular email programs will 
not display animations. 
 
We will accept Animated 
GIFS within these 
parameters:

Looping: 3 times

Max Frames: 4

First frame should be a 
stand alone image for 
readers who do not see the 
animation.



INFORMA ENGAGE

Informa Engage is the marketing services powerhouse behind Informa’s trusted brands. They provide B2B 
marketers with unrivaled specialist audiences, deep knowledge of vertical markets, sophisticated data and 

content marketing expertise. Through their deep understanding of customer’s behaviors and changing needs, 
Informa Engage connects marketers to customers as they move from discovering a problem to identifying 

features and functionality of a solution to selecting a provider and making a purchase.

250+ 110K+ 1,800+ 180+
DATA, INSIGHT & 

INTELLIGENCE 
PRODUCTS

ACADEMIC 
BOOKS & 

JOURNALS

EVENTS & 
EXHIBITIONS

COUNTRIES 
WORLDWIDE

INTELLIGENCE KNOWLEDGE EVENTS GLOBAL REACH

Connect at InformaEngage.com

With reach to 30+ million business decision makers

RESEARCH

CONTENT MARKETING

LEAD SERVICES

ADVERTISING

DIRECT MARKETING

EVENTS

Connect with us, reach your buyers.



INFORMA ENGAGE

SPONSORED CONTENT 
CHANNEL
Informa’s Content Channels give you an 
exclusive, competitor-free environment 
to surround your brand with a relevant 
topic of your choice. Your assets live 
on a dedicated landing page with our 
brand trusted editorial content.

CONTENT ENGAGEMENT CENTER
Package your valuable content marketing 
assets into a user-friendly digital hub where 
users can self-educate themselves. Our multi-
touch marketing campaign and single-sign-on 
approach help generate quality leads.

CUSTOM CONTENT 
DEVELOPMENT
Leverage Informa’s content experts, 
creative talent and marketing savvy 
to add a powerful advantage to 
your content marketing campaigns.

CUSTOM eNEWSLETTERS 
Keeping your target customer/market 
in mind, we deliver useful information 
that educates and informs in a co-
branded, competitve-free environment 
and generates new business for your 
company.

eBOOKS
eBooks help solve problems, tackle industry topics or 
uncover opportunities for your prospects. Compared 
to white papers, ebooks are typically more visual in 
nature, have a more conversational tone and often tie 
related content pieces together into multiple chapters.

STORYSCAPE
We combine high-quality content, compelling 
imagery and interactive elements to deliver an 
immersive user experience that allows visitors to 
explore and uncover valuable content based on 
their level of interest.

WHITE PAPERS
Informa-developed white papers help 
you establish subject-matter expertise 
and thought leadership. They are 
also effective at generating high-
quality leads when paired with a lead 
generation program.

WEBINARS 
Position your company as an industry expert and connect with 
prospects who are actively looking for education on a key topic, 
or solution to their challenge. Our webinars are a cost-effective 
way to create powerful, engaging content that generates a large 
number of leads and allows you to connect directly with prospects.



CONTACT

Larry Schlagheck
MANAGING DIRECTOR 
larry.schlagheck@informa.com
(248) 799-2611

Alexa Madden
MARKETING & EVENTS MANAGER
alexa.madden@informa.com
(248) 799-2648

Dyanna Hurley
REGIONAL ACCOUNT MANAGER 
dyanna.hurley@informa.com
(586) 983-4252

Marla Wise
REGIONAL ACCOUNT MANAGER 
marla.wise@informa.com
(586) 747-0068

Bill Doucette
REGIONAL ACCOUNT MANAGER 
wjduce@gmail.com
(603) 236-3310

Samantha Armstrong
REGIONAL ACCOUNT MANAGER 
samantha.armstrong@informa.com
(914) 450-0609

Tom Murphy
MANAGING EDITOR 
tom.murphy@informa.com
(248) 799-2665

SALES & MARKETING EDITORIAL

Christie Schweinsberg
SENIOR EDITOR
larry.schlagheck@informa.com
(248) 799-2640

James Amend
SENIOR EDITOR
james.amend@informa.com
(248) 799-2636

Steve Finlay
SENIOR EDITOR
steve.finlay@informa.com
(248) 799-2611

Jim Irwin
ASSOCIATE EDITOR 
jim.irwin@informa.com
(248) 799-2639

Drew Winter
DIRECTOR, CONTENT
drew.winter@informa.com
(248) 799-2625

Content Website:        WardsAuto.com
Marketing Website:   WardsAuto.Informa.com

Bob Gritzinger
INDUSTRY ANALYST, PROPULSION
bob.gritzinger@informa.com
(248) 799-2618

Doug Newcomb
SENIOR INDUSTRY ANALYST, MOBILITY 
doug.newcomb@informa.com
(310) 570-9197

Dave Zoia
DIRECTOR, RESEARCH
dave.zoia@informa.com
(248) 799-2617

James Rhoades-Brown
REGIONAL ACCOUNT MANAGER 
james.rhoadesbrown@husonmedia.co.uk
+44 (0) 1032 564999

Christian Hoelscher
REGIONAL ACCOUNT MANAGER 
christian.hoelscher@husonmedia.com
+49 (0) 8995 002778

Steve Bell
SENIOR ANALYST 
bell@heavyreading.com
(847) 478-1633


